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L'-BOUNDEDNESS OF A CERTAIN CLASS OF MULTIPLIERS

ASSOCIATED WITH CURVES ON THE PLANE. I

ALBERTO RUIZ

Abstract. ZAunboundedness for p # 2 is proved in the case of multipliers which

are constant along curves. In particular y = x" is included in the range of curves.

While the sharpest result on Bochner-Riesz multipliers remains open in R", n > 3,

it was obtained in the plane by L. Carleson and P. Sjölin [1] and later by C.

Fefferman [4] through different methods. A. Cordoba [2] gets this result as a

consequence of some estimates for multipliers supported on thin sets ("bump

functions") and his result allows one to guess the "blow up" as we approach

boundary results: the problem is to take Kakeya-Nikodym's set, which becomes "the

witness" of estimates in R2.

This "geometric decomposition" method allows us to obtain other results. First of

all it is possible to get Sjölin's theorems [9] on Bochner-Riesz multipliers associated

to more general curves than the circumference (see [8]).

W. Littman, C. McCarthy and N. M. Riviere [6] obtained nonboundedness results

for the "Schrödinger equation" multiplier l/(£0 — (£? + "• • +ÎÎ) + '). namely for

4 < p < oo. Nevertheless, Riviere [7] conjectured it should be bounded in some Lp

with p > 2. The geometric method allows us to study a more general case; in the

present paper we prove that the multiplier y(£x — y(£2)) is only bounded in L2,

where x — y(y) is in a suitable class of curves in R2. The higher dimensional case

follows from the present one after a theorem due to de Leeuw. The case y(x) = y2,

which is just Riviere's, has been proved by C. Kenig and P. Tomas [5].

I would like to thank my teacher and friend Professor A. Cordoba for the

orientation and advice that, in such a patient way, he has given to me concerning

these problems.

We are going to refer to the class of curves y = y(x) such that:

(a)y = y(x) is C°°(R) and y'(x) — oo as x -* oo, and y"(x) > 0 for large enough

x.

(h) There exists a positive integer kQ and constants Ly and My such that

y'(*i) k(x1)

hold when xx and x2 lie in [2*, 2k+ '] and xx > x2 for every k > k0; k(x) denotes the

curvature of y at x.
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(c) The length of the curve in the diadic interval [2*, 2*+l] is larger than k(2*)"1/2

when k > k0.

The following curves satisfy the above hypotheses:

(\)y = x2,a>\,

(2)y = x(logx)a,a>0.

That is not the case of y(x) = ex, which does not satisfy (b). Consider <p G Lp C\

L°°(R) for somep > 1, <i> a positive function increasing on R~ and decreasing on R+ ;

take

m(€„€2) = *(«2-Y(ii)),      É=U„É2)eR2,

and define

Tftt) = mtt)fte)    for every/E5(R2).

Theorem I. T is a bounded operator Lp -* Lp iff p = 2.

In order to prove Theorem I we need the following lemmas.

Lemma 1 (Kakeya's set). Let a, p, <r be positive numbers. Then there exists a 80 > 0

such that given 8 < 80 there is a set E G R2 and a family of pairwise disjoint rectangles

{Rj} whose directions are in the interval [-a/2, a/2] and such that

(i) their dimensions are 5"'/p X <5~1/2t;

(ii) | E n Rj;|» min(l/20, pr/20a) \Rj\ , where Rj is the usual adjacent rectangle

to R¿;

(iii)|£|<(8pT/a)|logS|-'|log|logô|| -j URj\.

Let us consider X > 0 and *f(É,, £,) = Xnxia-\.a,+\Mi' ¿2)

'///////¿mm?/////////////B.

WmgZMZMMMi »i

where {a/\ is a sequence of real numbers. Given {/} E Lp(l2) we can state

Lemma 2. Assume 117/ II, < C, II / II,/or every f G L", then ||(2 | r// |2)l/21

• Cp ||(2 |/ |2 )'/21|   w/'i/j c an absolute constant, where

(7}V)"tt) = ,»(*)*/(*)/(*),       I = (Í„í2) £ R2.

C
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Its proof is immediate.

Proof of Theorem I. We can suppose, without loss of generality, that <f> E Ü n

L°°(R). If II7/1| p ^ A || / II p, then \\Sf\\p^A\\f\\p with the same constant where

V(0 = rnU)xxa.hmyia),y(h)Mi^2)ftt)-

These a and b are chosen with the following properties:

(i) a = 2P, a > b; b < 2P+ ', where p is a positive integer to be fixed later on.

(ii) The length L of the arc of the curve from a to o is Kj"1/2, where k, is the

curvature of y at a.

(iii) Let us consider a f > 0, to be fixed later on, only depending on <¡> and y, and

take p such that f • cosa, < 1, where a, is the angle between the tangent at a and

the ox-axis.

(iv) a, > w/4.

(v) 1 < k,/k2 < My where k2 is the curvature at b.

Consider the operator in Lemma 2 given by the strips whose direction is the

normal to y at the middle point of [a, b], and X = 81/2kx'^2 (the a/s will be fixed

later on). There denote strips by Bj,

We want to find some functions {/} which make A nonbounded. Let us choose

the parameters in Lemma 1, 8 — cosa,, p = 8f, t = k¡/2/8 and a = Lk2/2,
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Let Rj and E be the suitably rotated rectangles and set in Lemma 1. Now we

choose (ay} such that the normal to the curve at x¡ is the direction of R , where x is

the point on y whose projection is ar Since we chose a = Lk2/2 we are sure every x/

lies in the taken arc of the curve.

Let us remember the properties of {Rj} and E,

(i) the dimensions of Rj are fi-'/8f X r5-1/2K¡/2/8;

(ii)|£nÄ,|>|Ä,|/20;

(iii) \E\< 16fA/y(log | log 8 l/l log 8 |) | U *, | .
Let us take/(x) = elx> *Xk,- We claim that I Tff^x) \> c(y, <f>) for every x G Rj,

TjXfM)\ f    e-*y<p(i2 - y(tx))xB(i)e,x>{x-Y)XR (x-y)dèdy
'Í&R

f    *(€2-Y(€.))x»(0/ cos(Xj-t,y)dyd£

where R = [a, b] X [y(a), y(b)].

For Í E R we have £ = (£„ £2) = i(f) + iTj(r(/)) where l(/) = (T,(i), T2(f)) is

y(/) parametrized by arclength and s is the normal distance.

Then

(1.1)       \T*fj(x) f ♦(€2-YÙ,))x«,U)/ cos<x,-É,v>

se(-f8,f«]

-/ #a2-Y(í,))xBj(Í)|Ay|^.
sens.ts]

dydt\

Let us look at the properties of <f> and y. In the case s > 0,
Í s

Í2-y(«i)<

íi-y(€i)

cos a      cos a2

and for j < 0,

yU,)-í2
-2í

cosa2

2 cos a,

y(*.)-î2 2 cos a,

where a2 is the angle between the tangent at b and the ox-axis.

(*».**)
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Therefore, when s > 0 we have

♦(fl-Ttf,))<+( 2 cos a,

and similar relationships when s < 0.

Let us estimate cos(x, - £, >>) when y G x - RJt x G R¡ and s E [-f<5, ffi].

X[-f«,f«](í)<,(¿2 ~ Y(£i))Xb,(£) is supported in a rectangle whose dimensions are

4f X 4(S1/2//c,/2 since the curve is closer than ffi to the tangent and the error due to

the slope of the strip B¿ is at most 4f5 < 81/2/k\/2 when 8 is sufficiently small.

(.&. -ÎW   IM«  < Z6

If

<*,-^> = |*,-£|Mcos(f-/},-&)

< | Xj. — ¿ 11 j> 11 sin /?, cos ß2 + cos /?, sin ß2

4ßl/2      0-l/2   1/2

r'/2

then cos(xy — £, _y)> 1/4 and therefore, we can drop down the absolute value in

(1.1) and consider two integrals, one in the case 5 > 0 and the other when s < 0.

Both integrals can be bounded in a similar way so we only consider the case s > 0.

(1.1) is bounded below by

"l^l{Ue[o,^(^)Xfi^(s'0)(1+SK(,))íÍS£/'
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after changing

* = *(*.')> ¿{or f *(u) du- 16 f       4>(u)du\
64f [ XLy /M6[0,fLr] Aof/2 J

by taking v = Ly\62/(Ly\62 + 1), 0 < v < 1, and f such that

in] f <t>(u)du, f <p(u)du\ >v ¡X<p(u)du.
{Jue[0,tLy\ Jue[0,t/2) J •'o

Then

lWl>¿¿¡MT,t)    if*«*,.

We apply the methods in [4] and obtain

(p-2)/2

A > CM~(p~2)/2i;-<-p~2)/2p
log a |

log | log 5

Since rS = cos a,, it suffices to choose p -» oo to get A — oo.
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